Native Japanese Medical Writer at ProScribe –– can be located in UK,
USA, or Sydney, Australia
About ProScribe and the Envision Pharma Group
We are a global leader in medical communications, with an international portfolio of pharmaceutical and
biotechnology company clients, whom we support from our offices in Australia, Japan, the UK and the US.
We have an enviable reputation in our field and a heritage founded on continual innovation and
leadership in best practice.
We provide a unique and comprehensive blend of service offerings, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic publication planning
Tactical publication plan implementation
Medical communications services
Regulatory writing services
Consultancy services
Market Access solutions
Complementary technology platforms: including Datavision, the industry-leading
publications planning software

Position Summary
ProScribe is seeking to employ an experienced medical writer who can write proficiently in both Japanese
(native-level and formal business-level) and English. This position can be based anywhere in the UK, in
the US, or in Sydney, Australia.
The position involves the writing of medical publications (manuscripts, posters, slide kits), regulatory
documents (protocols, clinical study reports, CTD submissions, literature-based submissions, risk
management plans) and other evidence-based educational materials.
Candidates must have a strong scientific/medical background, at least 2 years’ medical writing expertise
in regulatory writing, medical communications or medical publications. In addition, the ideal candidate
will have great organisational skills, strong attention to detail and an ability to WOW clients with their
dedication to customer service. Previous experience working as a medical/regulatory writer within the
pharmaceutical or medical communication industries is essential.

What is it like working for ProScribe?
ProScribe is committed to developing and supporting team members, enabling them to excel in their
roles, and to maintaining a culture that encourages development, as well as recognising and rewarding
achievements. We are a dynamic and rewarding company to work for, offering excellent benefits and a
friendly, supportive and vibrant work environment.
Interested?
To apply for this position: please email your cover letter and curriculum vitae to OpportunitiesUK@envisionpharmagroup.com.

Further information about ProScribe can be found at www.proscribe.com.au, and further information
about Envision Pharma Group can be found at www.envisionpharmagroup.com.
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